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In the transformation process of the traditional to the modern society, the gentry 
group’s thought of later Qing Dynasty has been under the enormous impact.Their 
ideological put up traditional detention and a strong awareness of the ideals advocated 
innovation.Wurulun, a representative of the famed literature genre called TonghengPai, 
was in a period of social transformation of traditional gentry. He accepted the 
Confucianist tradition education of his early years and had great achievement in the 
Confucian classics research , but along with the current political situation and his 
apperception of western learning ,his thought had an enlightened intellectual's reform 
characteristic:advocating the introduction of Western learning, the development of 
modern education, advocating changes to save the nation's destiny. Therefore through 
the research of Wurulun’s experience and ideas，we can acquire the changing progress 
of this particular group who received orthodox Confucian education and the impact of 
Western learning wavered in the tradition and the revolution of the later Qing Dynasty. 
How Wurulun’s thoughts changed, how his conservative and innovative ideas 
coexisted?The present thesis attempts to have a restricted view on the thought 
development of this traditional gentry community. 
The article is divided to four parts. 
Chapter I is preface. It introduces the origin of the research. And it reviews the 
research of this field.The source of materials and the way to study are also mentioned 
here. 
Chapter II mainly portrays the social backgrounds and survey Wurulun’s 
biography to study his thought development. We divides the process into four phases, 
emphatically introduces each phases the experience and the development of thought.  
Chapter III summarizes an all-around thought of Wu rulun, analyzing his ideas of 
education , the economy, and the politics to find the concurring cause of conservative 
and the innovation. 
Finally is the conclusion part, theoretically summarizes the thought of Wurulun’s 
duality, and proposes that although Wurulun certainly did not have the sense of 
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